ECONOLIFTER
(EL)

The all-round workhorse that
won’t break the bank

Reliable

Economical

Flexible

An economical mini straddle with proven
dependability. Designed for warehouses,

the economical, all-round workhorse?
“Listening to the needs of the small operator”

1-high and 2-high models.

Goes everywhere - can operate on most sites as they already are. It does not
container down a roadway under 5m wide. It is low enough to go under a
through doorways as small as 4.2m square.
Handles everything – it can handle any type of standard container up to 32
Muscle to spare - it’s not a toy. Based on the same technology as our Transporter

Economical - proven, reliable design with low fuel, pavement and service costs.
Safe and friendly - the under-slung cab provides excellent visibility for trucking

SERVICE AND
INNOVATION

AU +61 2 6658 1333
EU +33 6 2907 2657
US +1 760 621 3830
sales@isoloader.com
www.isoloader.com

CONTAINER & HEAVY LOAD HANDLING SOLUTIONS

ECONOLIFTER (EL)

The dependable, easy-to-use and economical
workhorse for small operations.

maneuverable - a short 5m

light and strong structure - each
end of the U-shaped structure
shares the load independently,

turning radius of under 9m using
2 wheel steer, or under 8m using

hydraulic cylinders and sheaves
have few moving parts, are
reliable and simple to maintain
and eliminate the need for
complex control systems.

easy to operate
mechanical systems reduce
maintenance costs and reduce
the complexity of the controls.
Operator training takes less than
1 day.
- the cab
is mounted at ground-level for
the quick and easy access

clear visibility

handle any standard load - the
truck loading and up to 2-high
container stacking.

-

bodies.

low height - the 1-high model
has a height clearance of 5.2m
and can operate under standard

safe, fast and easy 2-high stacking

telescoping masts reduce the
height clearance to under 4m.

when stacking 2 high and increase

reducing tyre costs - a true

- of 4
litres/hour (when handling 10
25-tonne containers per hour).

and reach-stackers, plus there is
less damage to your pavements.

Low pavement costs - operates
on compacted hardstand. With
its low wheel loadings, it does not
require the expensive concrete

hydraulic wheel motors - make
it easy on the driver by providing
independent of the load and
smooth stopping - all with a
single control.

Travel speed
Hoist speed
Safe Working Load
Wheel loading

70m/min
2.7m/min
32t or 35t
11t

SERVICE AND INNOVATION

rough ground and steep grades
- up to 10% can be handled with
.
the side mounted cab has dual
forward and reverse seats
sharing a single set of driver
steering, the machine handles

AU +61 2 6658 1333

US +1 760 621 3830

parking brake - no separate
braking system is required which
increases reliability and reduces
maintenance costs.

EU +33 6 2907 2657

www.isoloader.com

